Innovation and Entrepreneurship Research Center

I. Introduction

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Research Center, UIBE, was established on the master degree program (authorized by State Council Academic Degrees Committee) - Technical Economics and Management. The center is principally engaged in the research field of innovation management, entrepreneurial management and project management and afforded the relative teaching program. The center has an efficient, capable and pioneering faculty. Currently, there are 10 research fellows, including 5 professors, 5 doctoral tutor, 3 associate professors and 2 assistant professors.

Mission

The center aims to build an open and influential academic research platform in the field. It will focus on innovation and entrepreneurial management, major decisions advisory services and professional training issues within an open economy, and make efforts to offer the theoretical reference and decision lessons for developing government policies and corporate decision-making behavior.

Vision

Focusing on frontier issues in the field of innovation & entrepreneurship and major theoretical as well as practical issues of national economic development process, the center carry the corresponding research work a step forward, further improve the level of our university research in the field, strengthen internal and external academic cooperation and exchanges, improve our school's influence in the field, so that play a constructive role and make contributions for the disciplines in our university. Meanwhile, according to UIBE and the school characteristics, the center will build personnel training system, actively explore new graduate training mode and strive to improve the overall quality and competitiveness of graduate students.

Research Field

(1) Innovation Management (Innovation Management). Including innovation networks based on the perspective of globalization, innovation strategy, innovation model, innovation as well as the diffusion and transfer of innovation.

(2) Entrepreneurship Management (Entrepreneurship Management). Including the
operation of new enterprises and growth management, capital markets and entrepreneurial relationships, ecological networks assessment of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial.

(3) Project Management (Project Management). Including project evaluation, planning and control, project risk management and project financing issues.

II. Operation Mechanism

There is one director position and two deputy directors’ positions had been set for the center. The center director implement the responsibility system under the leadership of the Academic Committee.

The main source of funding for the center are: funding from the schools and the university, national and provincial projects subsidies that center researchers obtained, enterprise horizontal cooperation funds to support project development and social donations.

Center is dedicated to innovation of training model, and actively leads doctoral students and graduate students engaged in academic research.

In addition, the center is also committed to building database consistent with the development of the subject. Currently, the center has a built in database: Enterprise Technical Achievement Index, technological capability index and business growth index database.

III. Organization System

Academic Committee
Director in Chief: Fan Libo
Members of the Committee: Fan libo, Wang Yurong, Yin Jianhua

Leaders

Director: Wang Yurong
Deputy Director: Yin Jianhua , Xing Xiaoqiang

Consultants
Lei Jiasu  Professor and Ph.D. Director, Tsinghua University  
Zhang Yun  Research Fellow and Chief Director, Management Research Center, BASS  
Xu Jiangpin  Chief Director, Industry Research Center, NDRC  

Research Fellows

Fan libo  Professor and Ph.D. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Wang Yurong  Professor and Ph.D. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Wang Yonggui  Professor and Ph.D. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Yin Jianhua  Professor and Ph.D. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Wu Jianfeng  Professor and Ph.D. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Liu Chunyin  Associate Professor and M.A. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Xin Xiaqiang  Associate Professor and M.A. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Yang Zhenning  Associate Professor and M.A. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Xu Xiaojuan  Assistant Professor and M.A. Director, International Business School, UIBE  
Zhou Mo  Assistant Professor and M.A. Director, International Business School, UIBE

IV. Achievements

The Center researchers have actively explored in research and made some research achievements. In recent years, the fellow of the Center has participated in and presided over more than 20 project of the national, provincial and ministerial level scientific research program, edited and published 10 books and published more than 100 papers.

The Major Projects of Center:

2. National Natural Science Foundation of China, Academic fund, “Research on Formation and Evolution of Modular manufacturer network embedded in global value chain”.
5. National Social Science Foundation of China, Academic fund, “Research on growing-up mechanism of China’s multinational corporations”.

7. Beijing fund of philosophy and the social sciences, Academic fund “Inclusive innovation system construction and supporting policies of Beijing”.
8. The 13th HenryFok Educational Fund Fundamental Research Project for Young Teachers in Colleges and Universities, Academic fund. “Research on inclusive network at the base of pyramid market”.

The Major Academic Publications of Center:
11. Jia Huaiqin, Comments On FATS and the Current Status of China’s FATS Data from the Viewpoint of Trade Accounting Based on Ownership. Statistical Research 2010(03)
13. Jia Huaiqin, Some Basic Problem in Trade Accounting Based on Ownership. Journal of


V. Academic Activities

Since the center was established, keeping track of the frontier, there are plans to invite experts and scholars from other universities to the center and give lectures. The Center also holds academic salon and symposium regularly to improve the fellows’ enthusiasm and passion to participate in research activities. At the same time, actively participate in the field of academic conferences and seminars, not only publicize our school technical economics disciplines, but also played a positive role in promoting the development of technical economics disciplines.